The Cover picture was submitted by Steve Cook and is of his Kawasaki GTR
1400 at Thorpeness.
Mike Roberts did the picture editing and graphical work.

Saxon Classic charity cycle
ride in aid of Prostate
Cancer. Ridden by David
Wood
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Next Issue
Closing date for copy – Friday after club night. Send via e-mail or on a USB
memory stick (which will be returned) or even hand-written, not a problem.
The Editor reserves the right to edit, amend or omit as he feels fit.

WEBSITE ADDRESS
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com
SAM is a registered Charity ~ No. 1067800
All Official Correspondence to: John Sillett
37 Bishops Hill, Ipswich, IP3 8EW. 01473 219488. 07801685362.
John.sillett1@ntlworld.com
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August’s
Chairman’s Chat
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the August edition of our SAM
magazine. I hope you are enjoying some fabulous
summer motorcycling.
I might as well tell you as you’re bound to find out sooner or later, in fact you
might already know. My husband David has a new love in his life; she is 7
years younger than me and was apparently his first true love, now he tells me!
He took her out in public for the first time last Sunday and bumped into several
SAM members hence the reason I think you might already know.
It all started with an Internet search, apparently he wasn’t looking for her but
one thing led to another and the next thing I know he’s off up to Yorkshire in
his van.
So where do we stand now? Well, we’ve made room for her in our garage and,
having seen her; even I can see what first attracted David to her back in 1969
and why he was so keen to be reunited. She’s a gorgeous little 1967 CD Honda
175 Sloper in metallic blue. She has been beautifully restored with a lot of new
old stock parts or NOS as David tells me in his new found lingo.
This first ‘love’ wasn’t actually David’s first bike. His first bike was a DKR
‘Capella’ scooter which, despite being very unreliable, is now the subject of
many internet searches. If you own one of these relicts, or you know a man
who does, it would be worth giving David a call as he seems very keen to
spend, or as he keeps telling me, invest, his money.
It makes me smile to see David, who is renowned for his love of technology
and gadgets, kick starting and tinkering with a fuel on/off switch. Obviously
everything now revolves around the weather but if August 19th is a dry, barmy
summers evening David may well bring her along to group night.
Although we won’t have a guest speaker, I do hope you will join us for the
August group night as it will be a great ‘natter night’ with plenty of time to
chat and catch up with SAM friends old and new.
With my very best wishes,
The SAM Observer August 2014
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New Associate Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent Associate members:

Joseph Basset David Corderoy Michael O’Brien
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
he will put your name in the next issue
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No bad bikes today?
After test riding a Ducati Multistrada demo last year and loving it I bought a
very low mileage, year old S tourer, in February. After running it in, it had
only done 60 miles , I increased the revs but found that over 6,000 there were
vibrations through frame, seat, bars etc, making mirrors unusable, and hands
numb on trips.
When questioning the dealers as to why, I was told this was normal and the
bike just needed more miles on it. After 1000 miles and no improvement, still
uncomfortable, having to change down over 6000 revs to avoid the vibes,
impossible to redline!. I went back to compare it to the dealers demo,which
was much smoother. Was told by them that it’s like buying a Harley, and that
they all vibrate and the vibrations were "within tolerance"
I had it checked by a Ducati workshop who found 2 to 3 mm rotational play on
the crank. I phoned Ducati Italy who told me they were aware of problems,
others had complained, but was not sure what response Ducati would come up
with.
It appears that Ducati UK and dealers are trying to pretend there is no issue, I
have heard of others with problem bikes from new. There have been cases of
engine failure on bikes still in warranty This is totally unacceptable , there are
really good examples out there, I have ridden them, but there are some horrible
, uncomfortable, possibly dangerous
bikes out there, I had one !

Ian Bishop

Who do you think you
are…?
The committee came up with an idea with a survey which is just for fun. The
idea is that over the next few months the club can learn about the members, so
feel free to fill in the form and send it to the Editor and get it published in the
magazine. Also add your own question which can be added to the list for next
month’s issue.
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Name along with photo,

Andrew Sterling
Occupation,
Freelance
musician (mostly retired,
but I still bang away)
Been a member of SAM
since.
October 2010
Best thing about belonging
to SAM The
people.
Lovely lot!
First bike ridden and
when.
Early
80’s, some kind of 125. Slowed down to a crawl going up a slight incline.
Current bike(s).

Ex Met police BMW R1200RT

Best bike ever ridden.
I still have the memory of loving that Honda
250 Superdream, but I’d probably wonder why now!
Worst bike ever ridden.
Blooming dangerous.

The

nightmare

125

mentioned

above.

Favourite road, (home & abroad).
The trip round the Isle of Arran
(home) and the roads through Les Vosges, eastern France.
Favourite drink, food, TV show etc. Cappuccino
properly
made,
Hadleys hand-made ice cream (right proper stuff that is), gave up Telly a
few years ago - oh, such freedom!
Hobbies. Motorcycling, drawing, grandchildren, campaigning, being a
right pain apparently.
If you could change one law, what would it be.
b......... pay their taxes.
Person you admire most.
ago.

the

corporate

My dad - still, even though he died yonks

Any ambitions still to achieve on a bike.
my money will.
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What is the silliest bike-related thing you've ever done.
Dropped it
twice in a row, twice. Loaded the back all wrong and went straight over
at 3mph. Shall I stop there?
Where would you like to retire to, if you could go tomorrow.
France, either Upper Normandy, Les Vosges or Brittany.
SuperMoto or WSB?

Eh?

Valentio Rossi or Barry Sheene?

Eh?

Chips or Bike Cops?

Eh?

On road or Off road?

On - only off when I didn’t mean it.

Touring or Track days?

Touring - by a million miles

Classic or Modern?

Modern

Open faced or Full faced? Glad you noticed! Oh, I see - open, well,
flipped.
Leathers or textile?

Textile.

V twin or Flat 4
and don’t like.

Don’t mind. Both have their characteristics I like

Did you like the program kick start - yes / No / Too young to remember.
Too young to remember - I’m only 67 you know.
Not so quick fire round.....
Most embarrassing bike drop.
railway lines.

When I stuck in the dock’s embedded

Most miserable journey on a motorcycle.
On the 125 I mentioned
above, going to Saffron Walden in cold rain and wind, inadequately
dressed, porous gloves, being sucked around by passing lorries.
Any "I don't believe I just did that" moments during home maintenance.
Not had one - as I use my trusty man to do all the maintenance and
swearing (and he certainly does, routinely).
Longest distance pushing a motorcycle.
pushing my bike?

2 feet.

Have you tried

Most pointless motorcycling accessory ever bought.
In-glove heating
packs from Japan with instructions in Japanese and that you can’t get in
The SAM Observer August 2014
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your glove. They are for sale from me at extortionate prices by the way
(In Yen of course)
My added questions:
Why did I take up motorcyling in the first
place?
Because the 125 was cheaper than a car (and I hadn’t passed
the car test anyway).
Why did I carry on with motorcycling if it was so awful?
Because I
still hadn’t passed the car test but had passed the motorcycle test and
bought the Superdream on the ‘Never Never’ and loved it.

Pedal Power
It’s ten minutes to 9 o’clock in Christchurch Park and I’m amongst 15 other
riders, listening to a bike ride briefing: a familiar yet strange sensation. There
were the usual topics of know the route and have a map; take care of other
traffic and hazards; personal responsibility for own safety; and enjoy the day
riding along beautiful Suffolk countryside. But then the differences: location of
feeding stations; beware where route splits; overtaking allowed; and
significantly, no mention of having enough fuel for the ride! Now this was my
major concern because I was about to attempt the 55km Saxon Classic charity
cycle ride to Parham and back. Did I have enough strength and stamina to
complete my first ever cycle Sportive event? I was about to find out.
I was taking part because my son suggested it would be a good father – son
bonding experience. However, I was on my own, while he was at home in
Aylesbury, pleading family commitments as an excuse. Also, I had foolishly
promoted it at SAM and solicited other members to join me and despite my
doubts (and no other SAM members alongside), had no choice but go through
with it.
So Rayleigh classic racer bike checked and lubricated and rider greased, with
padded shorts in position; tyres inflated hard and rider pumped-up with
adrenaline, we were off! The group of seven young (well 20 somethings) were
away and quickly established a lead. Not to be outdone, I ‘raced’ away from
the start and left the leisure couples on their mountain bikes in my dust. Indeed,
most of my ride was a solitary affair with only occasionally other riders overtaking or being overtaken.
My (short) route went along quiet roads via Tuddenham, Woodbridge and
Wickham Market as far as Parham, where there was a feeding station and the
other routes (100km and 100 miles) joined for the final leg home, via
The SAM Observer August 2014
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Letheringham, Clopton and Tuddenham. We all think (rightly) that Suffolk is
flat but this is only relative and the route, up and down valleys, required full
use of gears.
As when motor-biking, care was required on single track lanes, where dirt and
gravel was piled up in the centre and always on the best line around corners.
Embarrassingly, my only exciting moment occurred when leaving the feeding
station, Parham Village Hall, with its gravel drive, where the front wheel slid
away requiring a very rapid dismount to avoid crashing to the ground. The
other risk was giving way at T-junctions at the bottom of hills, when the
temptation to maintain speed and whizz onto the main road had to be resisted.
And so the final five miles and my main worry was approaching: would I have
enough energy to cycle up the hill out of Tuddenham? I am pleased to say that
using lowest gear and getting out of saddle, I made it. Now it was a gentle
slope to the Ipswich by-pass and then downhill to a very welcome finishing
post in Christchurch Park. Here my reward was a medal (unexpected), a kiss
from a young lady (even more unexpected in my panting, sweaty state) and a
shredded pork bap (well deserved and most welcome). Overall, it was 33.6
miles in 2¼ hours at a very satisfactory average speed of 15mph, ignoring 10
minutes rest in Parham. I could even still walk the next day although coming
downstairs was a slow affair on aching legs. Would I do it again? Probably but
only if it was of a similar distance and in good old ‘flat’ East Anglia.

David Wood

Pictures page 2

Reggie’s Chip Run
As Ride Leader, I needed to set a good example and get to the departure point
at Copdock in time for the briefing. However, I left home late and traffic was
bad and so arrived at Curry’s dead on 6.30pm. No one there! Has Bob been his
usual efficient self, carried out briefing and set groups off already? Just in case,
better check Tesco petrol station: no one there either. Only thing for it is
assume they’ve gone and follow route to catch them up, so that I didn’t miss
out on fish and chips. Entering main roundabout, my pillion (wife Linda) asks
if I had seen sign at Curry’s for additional car-parking to rear? Damn! Carry on
around roundabout and back past Curry’s to rear and sure enough, last group
about to depart! Without dismounting, I put on SAM high-viz waistcoat, while
Bob read briefing to me, then we were off with my patient four other riders.
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Made good progress in safe comfortable style and as much as long 30mph
stretches on A137 allow. Once on to B1352 towards Harwich, it was possible
to enjoy ride with interesting twisty roads. Near Harwich and onto B1414, we
must have ridden well since
we caught up Trevor Adams’
group. Settled back to keep
reasonable gap between us
and carried on without any
mishaps to Reggie’s in
Clacton.
In cafe, everyone is sitting
relaxed and enjoying food. It
transpired that they had come
across a broken down
motorcyclist, and offered assistance, which led to Mike Roberts giving him a
lift on back of his GTR1400 Kawasaki. Now as everyone knows, Mike is a
good progressive rider, who smoothly maintains speed around bends. With
every bend, the grip of Mike’s pillion passenger increased so that by the time
he was dropped-off, Mike was in serious danger of asphyxiation!
Good food, entertaining
conversation
before
departure and travel back
to Ipswich. Before then,
just time for two more
hiccups. Emerging from
the toilet, I was trapped in
the chip shop behind the
locked and bolted door!
After being released, I
joined others for sociable
ride home but no pillion!
Sure enough, Linda had also been locked in and had to wait to be released.
Just remember, when ride details say “Car park behind Curry’s” it means
BEHIND Curry’s!

David Wood
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The BIG S.A.M. bike test
RESULTS
The voting for the Big Bike Test has closed. Please do not e-mail as your vote
will not count and you may still be charged!
What a can of worms this questionnaire opened.....! I had to Google some of
the bikes mentioned as I had never heard of them?
The criteria used for picking the various category winners were as follows; The
bike with the most votes obviously won. However, where no clear winner
emerged, the computer picked a random number. This was true unless I
suspected that drugs or bribery was involved or there was evidence of the early
onset of dementia. In such cases you are stuck with my totally prejudiced
opinion of what bikes should or should not be on sale (what do you mean,
power corrupts??????)
Question 1 – The Iconic bike.
Although threatened by such classics as the Ducati 900SS and MV Augusta
(shaft drive models) for being bikes that lay the ground-works for what was to
come in the future, this was actually won hands down by Harley Davidson. I
can understand this as the “Harley” is the one bike that defines a whole lifestyle and you can’t get more iconic than that. You will note that I said “iconic”.
I did not say Practical, Sensible, Reasonable, Reliable, Realistic, or Desirable.
Love them or hate them, their brand-name is known worldwide, they have won
more races than any other bike (mainly because, in America prior to the
‘60/70s, they tended to be the only manufacturer entered!) and their exhaust
note is unmistakable. They are overpriced, over rated and H.D. cannot make
them fast enough!
Question 2 – The most beautiful bike.
Answer - anything designed by Massimo Tamburini
This was not the result of the quiz, but it IS the correct answer!
Whether it be the Ducati 916 or the MV Augusta F4 (possible entry for the
Iconic bike?), this man could design a brick and it would be beautiful! If only
he had designed lager..........!
I truly believe that every ambulance crew should be issued with a photograph
of an F4. The simple reason being that if showing you a picture of an F4 does
The SAM Observer August 2014
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not illicit an immediate increase in heartbeat and a corresponding increase in
blood pressure, then, I’m afraid, you’re past help!
Question 3 – The ugly bike
Answer – O.M.G. are there some UGLY bikes out there?
Nominations ranged from selected models in the BMW range, the Rocket 3,
the Ducati Diavel, the Confederate, every model in the Victory range and a
whole plethora of bikes that I had never heard of such as the Honda Valkyrie
Rune, the Moto Guzzi Centauro, the Aprillia Moto 6.5 and a whole lot more.
Ironically, the Bimoto Testi 2D/3D got the most votes, but I have discounted
this because it is ugly through the technology used in creating hub centred
steering and no front forks, as opposed to some pimple-faced teenager fresh out
of design school who has been let loose with a pencil! Accordingly, I have
relied on my computer’s totally unbiased and rational opinion and say that the
Honda Rune is the ugliest bike on the planet – a choice which I concur with as
this bike is truly the ugliest bike I have had the misfortune to see.
Question 4 – The overrated bike
Answer – Ooooh! you are a spiteful lot! What has McGregor and Borhman
ever done to upset you? I think that the talk given by Austin Vince has rubbed
off on many of you as the BMW R1200 GS and GSA came out on almost
everyone’s hit-list as the most over-rated, over-hyped vehicle on the planet. It’s
a bloody good job that BMW Motorrad don’t listen to you lot!
Personally, I’ve ignored the outcome of this question (being a GSA owner
myself) and put it down to pure jealousy amongst you non-GS owners. Shame
on you!
Question 5 - The underrated bike
Answer – Spoilt for choice here. The Honda Hornet, The Suzuki Bandit, the
Kawasaki ZZR600 and every other middle of the road commuter run-around.
Front runner for a long time was the totally practical and allegedly boring
Honda NC700, but it got overwhelmed by a late influx of versions of the new
breed of 650cc+ Super-Scooters such as the Suzuki Burgman. This result
totally blew my mind!
Question 6 – The “what were they thinking about” bike
Answer – Back to that Ducati Diaval, Aprillia Moto 6.5, but with the addition
of the Morbidelli V8 ( yes, V8!!!) and every bike in the Victory range again.
Add to this the Wankel-engined Norton’s and Suzuki’s and the totally bonkers
The SAM Observer August 2014
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Kawasaki 750 H2. The computer picked the Kawasaki H2 and the difference
being, I suppose, that at least Kawasaki was a moderately successful
motorcycle; assuming that the total lack of brakes and handling did not kill
you!
Question 7 – The “what was I thinking about” bike
Answer – There were as many answers to this question as there were people
who replied. It seems that every one of us has purchased or owned a total DOG
of a bike at some time or other. Tales of woe abound regarding new bikes,
bikes purchased second-hand that performed perfectly until they were sold (it’s
as if they knew? Spooky huh!).
With no clear winner, I over-ruled the computer, pulled rank and submitted that
misbegotten heap of “@!!&%” that I purchased in 1964; yes I’m going to bore
you again with my BSA C15! This bike was so bad that if BSA had not gone
into liquidation on their own account, I would have made it my mission in life
to hound them out of existence!
Question 8 – The “wanted but couldn’t afford” bike
Answer – Apparently we all want to be like Captain Sensible (James May) on
the road, but in our dreams we all aspire to the Marc Marques (makes Rossi
look slow). Correspondingly, the answers fell into two camps; rare vintage and
exotic rarities and balls-out expensive speed machines - all out of our price
range. Be it the latest Bimoto, Vincent Black Shadow, MV Augusta F4 or F3
or, in some cases, both!
Winner by a narrow margin was the MV Augusta F4 Senna
Question 9 – The “wanted but too sensible to contemplate ownership” bike
“Vive La Difference” as the French would say. We all have our dreams, be it a
new Norton Commando, the MV F4, Benelli 900cc 3cyl or most of the bikes
mentioned above. For me, personally, it has to be a 1959 BSA Gold Star
DBD34 Clubmans (I’m nothing if not precise).
No clear winner as there were as many suggestions as entries, so it’s back to
the computer and the giant laser scoreboard tells me that we would not touch
any bike made in Italy with a very long bargepole and in particular we would
be very wary of an MV Augusta!
Question 10 – The “not on your Nellie” bike!
The SAM Observer August 2014
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Answer – No doubt about the candidate for this category – Absolutely any nonHarley Cruiser fell into the catchment including BMW’s abortive attempt at a
cruiser and every Japanese version of the genre. But in particular, poor ol’
Victory bikes went through the wringer big-time, polling the majority of the
votes. So whilst we have a love/hate relationship with Harley, we have no truck
with the concept of Cruising as such.
CONCLUSION - what does this questionnaire tell us? 1) That a bike that is
ICONIC is probably also BEAUTIFUL but may also be a bike that our
HEART/HEAD or WALLET would not let us buy. 2) That there is a fine line
between one creation that is jaw-droppingly beautiful and another that is gutwrenchingly ugly; although they were both designed with you in mind. 3) That
UGLY is synonymous with WHAT WERE THEY (OR I?) THINKING?
The most telling result was the total abhorrence of all things Cruiser ! Is this a
result of the fact that you are never more than 70 miles from a coastline
anywhere in the UK or that there are National Parks in America that are bigger
than Wales, or is it the hatred that we have for all roads that are straight?
Sounds like we need another questionnaire?

Bryan Duncan

JUST BACK FROM "CIRCUIT
OF SUFFOLK"
Wow! we lucked out today didn't we, special thanks to the weather god dry all
the way round. Big thanks to Vinni for organizing an interesting and
challenging route also the excellent rest stops it must have taken an incredible
amount of work, hope his bike problems were easily sorted. Special thanks to
ride leader Ken for heading up a safe and at times spirited ride on a variety of
roads even the unscheduled detour on the third leg was painlessly overcome,
also thanks to Judi, Steve & Dave enjoyed riding with you all, good weather,
good company and good riding doesn't get much better than that does it.
Safe travelling, Sonnie and Jean Westley.
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Pictures from Sonnie and Jeans Trip to Ireland
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Chip Run
28th August,
Rumbles,
Barrow.
IP29 5AF
Meet Stowmarket Tesco’s top car park IP14 5BE in good time for the 18:15
Briefing and subsequent departure.

All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator is likely to be Vini Evans.
Make your way on to the A1120 and join the Stowmarket ring road.
Turn left at the ‘Barnards’ traffic lights and take the Finborough Road as far as
the Shepherd and Dog.
Turn right on the road for Woolpit but take the second left to go through
Rattlesden and on to Felsham.
Turn right on the Bury road until meeting the A134 and turn right again.
Into Bury, turn left at the first roundabout, then right at the next.
Turn left at the double mini roundabout onto Horringer Road.
At Horringer turn right onto Westley Lane.
At the junction turn left on Westley Road and follow all the way to Barrow.
The chip shop is just over the crossroads at the green.
Ample parking on hard surface.

Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute
changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route
cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination,
so you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day.
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BREAKFAST RUN
7th September
The Lattice House
Chapel St
Kings Lynn
PE30 1EG
Tel:01553 769585
Meet at Stowmarket Tesco’s top car park IP14 5BE in good time for 09:00
Briefing and subsequent departure.

All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator is Trevor Adams.
Turn right out of Tesco’s on Gun Cotton Way and make for the mini
roundabout at the bottom of Stowupland Hill.
Turn on to the B1113 through Old Newton and up to the junction with the
A143.
Make a staggered crossing then turn right through
Rickinghall/Botesdale High Street.
Turn left onto the B1113 to South Lopham. Turn left on the A1066 to
Garboldisham. Turn right on the B1111 through East Harling and join the
A1075 to the right.
Turn left at Watton traffic lights then turn right at the roundabout to
Swaffham.
Follow the A1065 to Castle Acre then turn left on the B1145 through Gayton,
crossing the A149 into Kings Lynn.
Follow the A148 signs passing the station then turn right, still following
A148 sign to Bus Station/Cromer.
Bear left at the Lidl store then first left into Austin Street. An array of car
parks present themselves.
Bike parking is free anywhere in car parks that have no designated bike areas,
those that do parking is still free but only within the markings.
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Saturday Jaunt
13th September
The Lollipop Diner
Hepworth
IP22 2PY
Tel: 01359 252229
Meet in Beacon Hill truck park (IP6 8LP) in good time for 13:30 Briefing and
subsequent departure.

All riders must attend Briefing.
Ride Co-ordinator is likely to be Bob Page.
Take the 3rd exit from the roundabout to Needham Market.
Turn left immediately after the railway bridge, cross over the B1113 and take
the B1078 to Bildeston. Turn right on the B1115 to Hitcham.
At the White Horse turn left onto Bury Road and follow until the small
triangle green where a right turn is made.
At the next tiny triangle green turn left onto Dux Street. Take the left turn
signposted Rattlesden Gliding Club.
Turn left at the large triangle green then shortly turn right at the medium
triangle green.
Turn right at the Hessett signpost carrying on to Beyton Green.
Turn left and under the A14 to Thurston.
Turn right under the railway bridge, over the mini roundabout and on to the
A143 at Great Barton.
Cross over to Brand Road, through Troston to the T junction near Honington
Base. Turn right, then left at crossroads in Honington village joining the
A1088.
Just after the entrance to Euston Hall turn right to Rushford.
Turn right at the T onto Spaldings Chair Hill. Cross over the B1111 at
Barningham, until reaching the A143 at Hepworth.
Turn right and the Lollipop Diner is on the right.
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the
vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group
activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot
and do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage
to vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the
Group. Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own
risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person
or damage to vehicle and must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road
tax, insurance and MOT certificate (if applicable).
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map of the
route
If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group.
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Around the coast of
North Scotland from
about Inverness to Oban
The idea of travelling around the coast of Scotland by motorcycle really
inspired me from all the books I had read about the many fishing towns, coves,
stories and shipwrecks not to mention the part in the wars that the coast of
Scotland played, Scapa Flow springs to mind. Strictly speaking I didn't
anticipate on literally travelling on all of the coast roads around Scotland, as
that would have taken me much longer than I had planned, I had also read
articles about Cape Wrath the most North Westerly point of the Uk mainland
and how bleak it was made
out to be, and there is a cafe
there was manned by a couple
of gents which was featured in
more than one news program,
I was eager to travel to see it
for myself, this was to be the
highlight of my journey. I left
Saxmundham on a morning in
September 2013,
Weather as is usual whenever
I leave for a trip was overcast and forecast rain, but I had prebooked all my B
and B and hotels so took the bit between my teeth and off I set. My journey to
the A1 via the A12 and A14 was uneventful, but soon after joining the A1,
down came the rain and my did it come, the FJRs windscreen does a splendid
job when raised to fend off the rain, wind and spray but even so by the time I
had arrived at my first stop at Skeeby nr Richmond Yorkshire, I had had
enough for one day it had rained for the best part of 5 hours, but I had it in my
mind that it had to get better! Alas the next morning and rain again, but the
forecast didn't look too bad though, so off I went heading for Jedburgh taking
the A1 then onto the A68 to Jedburgh.
If any of you have taken this route you will be aware of the blind summits on
the A68, it certainly gets the adrenaline flowing and if you find you are going a
wee bit fast then make sure you know where those spare underpants are! There
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are warning signs to make you aware there are unmarked police motorcyclists
in the area so be warned, but also enjoy and admire the scenery. I had an
incident near Otterburn where my fuel was getting low in fact the timer had
kicked in some 30miles back and I hadn't found a garage, thought there must
be one soon, but none until Jedburgh, I was to find out later there had been a
garage which was the one I was relying on, but had closed and I knew I
wouldn't make it further on to Jedburgh. So there's a cafe at a place called
Rochester, where I stopped for a cuppa, they advised me there was a garage at
a place called Bellingham some 8 miles back to the south west along a country
lane, just off the A68.
So off I went with the mist and fog coming in, things were looking grim as I
knew I was down to almost fumes as the bike coughed a few times en route,
my god if I had stopped on that road, what with the fog, the sheep and nowhere
to run off the road for safety (boggy with rocks) I kept looking for a run off in
case but no way would I dare, for once in my life I was worried, really worried
especially so early into my trip, but after the bike coughing a few times I
arrived in Bellingham what a godsend! I must remember to keep the tank fairly
full without going over the top, trouble is I do know that on one tank full I
know I can get just about 270miles, the reserve timer kicks in after about
200miles and allows me approx 70miles, but one must remember this figure
can change by how active your right hand is! I have synched the throttles and
slightly altered the Co2 settings which has got the fjr running a lot better ,but at
a cost of a slightly higher fuel consumption, so as my mileage estimation was
done well before I had made any adjustments, then 270 miles on a tank is a bit
on the high side, anyway I've learnt my lesson I think!
After filling up with 24.5 L (25L capacity), I was off again onto the A68
through Jedburgh, then to the Forth Road bridge heading north to Perth, then
Inverness via the A9. This is a good road on a bike, plenty of stopping places
and some good views just be sure to concentrate on the road more than the
scenery as this road has had its fair share of crashes! My stay in Inverness for
one night was in a great B and B, I met up with a friend who just happened to
be in Inverness, doing some amateur radio (another of my past times), we were
to meet up later on the Isle of Skye. So the next day with improving weather I
set off for my next stop Thurso on the north coast. I followed mostly the coast
road to Wick then n/e to Thurso. My stay here enabled me to visit John o
Groats, Wick, Dunnet Head and all between. Dunnet Head is quite spectacular
as you can see the Orkneys from here and the 360 degree views are stunning,
this also being the most Northerly point of the Uk mainland, and not John O
Groats as I was led to believe.
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Having spent a couple of days in the north east I headed west following the
coast road to Tongue round to Durness, this was to be my highlight of the trip,
I wonder if any other SAM members have been here and ventured out to Cape
Wrath. Just as you leave Durness near a place called Keoldale there's a right
turn and a small car park, it is here you can get a small boat across the Kyle of
Durness what is called the Parpe, and then a mini bus takes you to Cape Wrath.
There is a fee and its a case of turning up and hoping they are running, the
boatman could be here or on the other side. The journey to the Cape takes
about 40 mins and takes you across an MOD bomb testing range so the Cape
isn't open for obvious reasons then, to think I had plans of taking the FJR up
there!
This place must be one of the most
desolate I have been on the Uk
mainland and if you are a bird lover it is
here you may see some of the rarer
varieties, I spotted a black grouse much
to the delight of the other 8 passengers
who clambered over to the left side of
the minibus to take a gander. Once at
Cape Wrath you are in a different world
so serene, peaceful and away from it all, to spend a few hours here was so
relaxing with stunning scenery, and the smoked Salmon sandwiches were also
good! After spending a few hours here, checking out the magnificent scenery
and the multitude of sea birds, its off back to the Kyle, where I was to meet up
with my Harley friend who had travelled from Orkney on his bike, not sure
what it was but it was loud, very loud he informed me he was off to a Harley
rally somewhere near the borders. My next destination was Ullapool and I
followed the Harley on the twisty road most of the way down to Ullapool , I
had sight of him for a while, and believe me its a desolate road not one to break
down on, he overshot the right hand
turn off to Ullapool, which I didn't, so I
was in front then!
My stay in Ullapool was just for a
night, I got up really early to catch the
fishing boats coming in with their
catch, found out most of the crabs in
the photo were destined for Spain,
average weight of them were about
2Kg each! So then my next destination
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was Oban my favourite place, the road down to Oban is great for motorcycles
but watch the bends, I didn't take the coast road as I'm sure I wouldn't have had
enough time to reach Oban in the daytime, I'm afraid the thought of negotiating
this very twisty road at night didn't appeal to me one bit! Also off this road is
the scenic Applecross ride, sure I was tempted but alas not enough time. So I
headed for loch ness taking the faster route, then s/w towards Oban. If you like
fish then Oban is the place for it, I spent 2 days here exploring, and trying the
salmon and oysters, there is so much to see and do and of course eat, cannot
wait to get back here!
Then I was off to Skye, I was to meet up with a friend here to do some radio
stuff and my stay was to be in the shadow of the Skye Bridge. I headed north,
yes I can hear you say "why is he going north from the direction he came from
a couple of days ago" well that's how I originally planned it but I was to meet
up with a pal to do some radio stuff on Skye so it was a few more miles and
this time I took the ferry from the Mallaig to Armadale, its a great road from
Fort William to Mallaig, I had the pleasure of having the steam engine from
Fort William to Mallaig running alongside me, a great bit of timing! I arrived
at Kyleakin just over the Skye bridge, this was to be my base for a few days
and allowed me to get the camera out and take some nice photos. (Picture on
page 39) I not only took the bike out to investigate Skye but also took a bus
one day, just so I could have a rest, which was really welcome after all the
miles covered.
Sadly my time here in Scotland was nearing an end and I was soon travelling
through Glen Coe heading for my last but one stop near Perth, to a place called
Glenfarg just South of Perth. After a night here it was onto my last night stay in
Whitfield a small village about 15miles s/w of Hexham, Northumberland. The
drive up to here took me across some very bleak country, at one point the bike
started to cough and misfire again just at a point where I was (again) praying it
wouldn't stop, plenty of petrol in the tank though I can only assume more
contaminated fuel. I finally arrived home with no further mishaps, checking the
odometer I had travelled 2000miles, in just 10 days, I had seen all that I had set
out to see and more, I have some great photographs and memories, perhaps I
will do it again albeit a slightly different route, any takers?
Ps.. I have since travelled to Normandy from home and S and N Wales (approx
1800 miles) and the bike has been fine so I am assuming the slight hiccup was
possibly caused by contaminated fuel.

Colin Lodge
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Not much to do about
bikes but here goes!
Jean and I have recently returned from a memorable holiday in Northern
Ireland with our daughter Tracy staying in an apartment in Holywood
travelling coutesy of easy Jet and a hire car, we did get to experience "Nutts
Corner" and part of the Northwest 200 track driving to our accomodation then
we did very much the touristy bit. Day one a walk to the Transport and Folk
Museums (well worth the effort visit www.nmni.com)
Day two and three a short train ride to Belfast for the open top bus tour the
safest way to see the Shanklin Road area and the wall seperating the two
factions apparently the gates are still closed at 8pm and reopened at 8am sad
but a fact of life also the goal now a tourist attraction, then of course a vist to
the Titanic exhibition, dry dock and pump rooms fascinating and well worth it.
Day four we drove the coast road to the Giant's Causeway ( good biking roads)
has to be seen to be believed good execise we seemed to walk miles the
weather was kind to us not sure if I would like to be there in the rain, then onto
Ballymoney to pay our respects at the Joey and Robert Dunlop memorials and
a short walk to "Joeys" Bar to raise a glass of the black stuff to "Yer Maun"
served up by no less than Joet's wife.
The bar itself is a typical pub but is a shrine to the man himself his Honda SP2
suspended from the ceiling his Honda 250cc GP bike in a glass case and the
walls covered with pictures and memorabilia, there was probably five people in
the pub when we arrived and the conversation revolved around how Micheal
and William were doing as it was TT practice week, thiss made for a
memorable day assisted by the good weather, a good drive back and a meal in a
local hostelry. Day five a trip to Carrickfergus (more good biking roads once
clear of Belfast) and a visit to the castle, a great deal of history there and a final
day spent exploring Bangor making for a memorable holiday, the weather a
mixed bag according to the local's one hot day (summer) two (heatwave) three
(drought) waiting for rain but a lovely country and the people so warm and
friendly. Then a return trip home.

Sonnie Westley.
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Go faster Disaster.
Those of us who have been into bikes for some years know that most
motorcycle manufacturers are engaged in an arms race for sales. Fuelled by
the belief that the buying public in UK were only interested in buying horse
power, engines ran ahead of chassis and brakes. Gradually these have caught
up, so that the capabilities of a modern era sports bike comfortably exceed the
abilities of most of us who swing a leg over them. For those who wish to
exploit that potential to the full on the public road, severe penalties can ensue.
The old era bikes spawned a cottage industry in modifications to improve their
shortcomings. Common things like fitting better tyres, quality brake
components and electronic ignition were more or less routine. More
adventurous owners purchased braced swinging arms, steering dampers and
better quality shock absorbers.
For the really minted pursuers of handling perfection, chassis kits beckoned
with names like Harris, MotoMartin and P&M. ready to create the ultimate
road racer.
Old habits as it is said die hard. So what is the modern bike owner do now?
The urge to personalise/improve is less easy to satisfy. There are diminishing
returns on improving a modern bike.
Frequently, the hunger for a bit more power and character drives some of us
into the mind set of purchasing a new exhaust. There are many manufacturers
who will readily sell anything to satisfy this consumer demand. From a can to
an entire system made out of incredibly expensive metal, there appears to be a
large number of manufacturers both home grown and foreign. It also seems to
help, for bragging rights if the name of the maker is slightly exotic, although no
one yet uses the name Molotov, it can only be a matter of time…..
The urge to buy these comes from owners rejecting the often dull appearance
and muted sound that the stock system offers.
Why do the standard systems have to be so heavy, ugly and quiet?
Well the answer to that is legislation. If you have ever torn up and down your
neighbourhood on a bike so poorly silenced that it has upset the population,
then, there it is. Quiet exhausts have to be large, they are thus heavy and don’t
look sexy.
The people who in the 1980’s thought it was a good idea to thrash their Micron
Spannied LC up and down London’s streets didn’t help. The blame game
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doesn’t stop at the stroker boys. Can any one recall the Alfa 4 into1s? The
racket these produced on a large UJM was painful to the ears. There were
worse than that! A Muppet, who resided a few streets away from where I lived,
decided to make sure everybody hated him and motorcycles in general, when
he rode a Honda CBX 1000 with an unsilenced 6 into 1! The shriek was like
chalk breaking on a blackboard or polystyrene being rubbed across glass. It
was also Very Loud. So loud, that there ought to be a Law against it!
Needless to say different countries have their own ideas about what is
acceptable and no manufacturer is going to bother to produce a range of
silencers for every country, they will just meet the quietest limits and be done
with it.
So, if you thought you were being Barry Sheene with your noisy LC or Eddie
Lawson with a loud UJM, then hopefully now you know better.
The real dangers to motorcyclings’ future are the politicians looking to justify
their salaries by passing legislation. Much of what they do is highly unpopular
as it always seems to wind up costing us all more. It is a gift from the Gods to
the politicos, that we bikers are a small and frequently misunderstood group,
who Joe Public finds, when they become aware of our presence, annoying.
Not only has motorcycling been “silenced” by legislation but the assault
course that your prospective biker has to negotiate to obtain a full license could
be regarded as a real burden. Your average young person may do the maths
and work out that one would be better off on four wheels. It will remain to be
seen how the new endurance test, sorry, licence system has on the numbers
taking tests and bike sales in general.
What can we do to promote our pastime? Perhaps this is a thought that should
cross our minds every time we get on to our bikes. Talk positively about
motorcycling to the people we meet, especially those who don’t ride. Give
someone a ride on your pillion who hasn’t ridden before, in a manner that they
would want to do it again! (A cold, rainy day probably NOT the way forward!)
Even if the people will never ever ride themselves the contact we make is
important as you never get a second chance to make a good first impression.

Peter Ward
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Editorial
Firstly, Thank you everyone for sending in
Articles, if you haven’t seen them in the
magazine yet, fear not, I have kept them for
next month or the month after that. Having
said that keep sending them in as the more I
have the better the quiet winter months
magazines will be…. ☺
Well I hope that you’re all enjoying this
summer and getting a few miles under your
belts. I have been to Ipswich twice since my last scribbling’s… My other club
that I belong to, KGT had its National Rally up near Hadrian ’s Wall which I
hoped to go to but due to Family and work I couldn’t get there which was a
shame.
I have however dragged the bicycle out of the shed and dusted it off, haven’t
used that since Christmas, Oh only 4 months to go. Who can spot the first
Christmas decoration…. Personally everything should be banned until
December…And breath… . Oh yes where was I, Some of you will remember
that I had the chance and left home with my two teenagers, carrying everything
on our bicycles and headed north to see how far we could get. In four day we
had covered 250 +-, and got to Slingsby, North of York before Mrs Editor
collected us in the car. At some point I would like to pick up the journey and
complete the route to the In-Laws, North of Inverness. I was hoping that this
year might be a good year. But Management thought otherwise.
Safe Riding

Felix...

Editor

Bowman’s Barn, Back Street, Gislingham, Suffolk. IP23 8JH.
Tel: 07712649860
editor@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com

Thank you
To all the members who have contributed to this month’s magazine.

Closing date for copy Friday after club
night
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Advertise here

Annual Advertising
Rates:
Advertise on the SAM
website for an
additional £25.

£25 for
1
/8 page

Contact:
Felix

07712649860

Sam.editor@btinternet.com

£35 for ¼ page
£50 for ½ page
£75 for full page

If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your
monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or
send me an email.
I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride
outs have written, and as you can see, it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so
feel free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will
have another great magazine to read
Don’t forget to take your cameras and a notebook to record your trip then you
can write a nice article about it for your favourite magazine. I have a word
template if anyone would like it, email me and I’ll send you a copy which has
all the formatting re-set on it. Please remember that we use Times New Roman
as the main font for the magazine at a size 16 so that when the printer converts
the A4 pages down to A5 the font looks like a 12. I like pictures to be separate
to your articles because I can make them bigger or small to fill the page
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MEMBER INFORMATION
A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our
website. Below are some key links members will find useful.
CONTACTS
Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs
so you can recognise everyone.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs
CALENDAR
Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your
smartphone.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal
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OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER
What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM
motorcycle test.
Contact: Derek Barker
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart
CARING SAM
Our customer service & complaints procedures.
Contact: Brian Ellis
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care
DISCOUNT SCHEME
Proof of identity will be required to be shown. (e.g. Current IAM/SAM
membership cards)
Save your membership fee, and more, by using these retailers who give a
discount to SAM members.
Contact: Graham Parker http://www.suffolkadvanced-motorcyclists.com/disc
ADVERTS
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our
online adverts section.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads
SHOPS
T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two
online shops.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop
FORUM
All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related.
Have a read, and then register to join in.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum
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SAM Events for your Diary
August 2014
Saturday 16th
Saturday Jaunt, ~ BBQ, Bell Inn, Castle Hedingham.
Tickets for BBQ available from John Sillett Meet at Beacon Hill in good time
for 14:00 Briefing and subsequent departure
Tuesday 19th
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 Followed
by Natter/Social evening
Thursday 21st
Theory Evening. Come along and learn more about
Roadcraft. 19:30. Topic: Gears & Acceleration
Thursday 28th
Chip Run. Rumbles, Barrow. IP29 5AF. Meet
Stowmarket Tesco’s top car park IP14 5BE in good time for the 18:15
Briefing and subsequent departure.
Sunday 31st
The Copdock Classic Motorcycle Club are organising
another fun run Help is needed for marshalling See article in July’s Observer
or contact John Sillett.

September 2014
Saturday 6th
New Observers Assessment Day, See article in July’s
Observer or contact Karl Hale
Sunday 7th
Breakfast Run, Kings Lynn, PE30 1EG. Meet at
Stowmarket Tescos top car park IP14 5BE in good time for 09:00 Briefing and
subsequent departure.
Saturday 16th
Saturday Jaunt, The Lollipop Diner. IP22 2PY. Meet
in Beacon Hill truck park IP6 8LP in good time for 13:30 Briefing and
subsequent departure.
Tuesday 16th
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 Followed
by guest speaker traveller Graham Field http://grahamfield.co.uk
Thursday 18th
Theory Evening. Come along and learn more about
Roadcraft. 19:30. Topic: Overtaking
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October 2014
Sunday 5th
The Copdock Annual Bike Show. Organised
Copdock Classic Motorcycle Club. Help needed for bike parking. See article
in July’s Observer or contact John Sillett.
Sunday 12th

Breakfast Run, TBA

Saturday 18th

Saturday Jaunt, TBA

Tuesday 19th
SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30 Followed
by guest speaker Alex Jackson from Kaapstad Motorcycle Adventure Tours
http://www.kaapstadmat.com
Thursday 21st
Theory Evening. Come along and learn more about
Roadcraft. 19:30. Topic: Planning & Positioning

Other dates that you might want
to put in your diary
August 2014
Saturday 30th
It's back! Classics On The Quay, Hosted by Colchester
Kawasaki returns to King Edward Quay and promises to be bigger and better
than last time! Come and enjoy a fun weekend for all the family, based around
our classic car and motorcycle show http://www.classicsonthequay.co.uk
Sunday 31st
John Sillett.

Copdock fun ride out, Help needed for Marshalls, See

September 2014
Fri 19th ~ Sun 21st A short jaunt to the British Superbikes at the
Cathedral of Speed sees the 10th round of the British Superbike series, Assen,
in northern Holland. See article in the June Magazine or contact Martin
Andrew.

October 2014
Sunday 6th
Sillett

Copdock Bike Show, Help needed for Bike parking, see John
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Note from Editor
Please check the SAM Calendar & Forum for further details and for any
changes after going to press. Especially in winter months when the weather can
be unpredictable.

Disclaimer
The articles published herein do not necessarily represent the views of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists or the Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist Group.
They are the opinions of individual contributors and are published with a view
that free expression promotes discussion and interests.

Norfolk Advanced Motorcyclists
3rd Thursday of the month, 19:30, at Dunston Hall, A140,
Norwich, NR14 8PQ
Chairman,
Secretary,
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